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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a novel and mathematically rigorous measure of variability, called the index of variability (Hv ( )), that fully and accurately captures the degree
of variability of a typical network traffic process at each
time scale and is analytically tractable for many popular
traffic models. Using this proposed measure, we then analyzed two traffic models: the Two-State Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) and the renewal process
with hyperexponential interarrival time distributions of order two (RPH2). Two-state MMPP models are popular in
modeling the superposition of packet voice streams. The
results show that the traffic variability can exhibit a nonmonotonic behavior. In addition, the results suggest that
renewal processes with interarrival times hyperexponentially distributed are suitable for modeling network traffic
processes with high variability over a broad range of time
scales.
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1 Introduction
Many empirical studies have shown that Internet traffic
exhibits high variability1 [1]–[4]. That is, traffic is bursty
(variable) over a wide range of time scales in sharp contrast
to the assumption that traffic burstiness exists only at short
time scales while traffic is smooth at large time scales
[3]. High variability in traffic has been shown to have a
significant impact on network performance [3], [5]. The
results from [5]–[8] show that knowledge of the traffic
characteristics on multiple time scales helps to improve
the efficiency of traffic control mechanisms. Importantly,
the design and provision of quality-of-service-guarantees
over the Internet requires the understanding of traffic
characteristics, such as variability.
Since the publication of [3], the popular belief is
that the high variability in traffic is due to the long-range
dependence(LRD) property of the traffic processes. In
general, a (weakly) stationary discrete-time real-valued
stochastic process Y = fYn  n = 0 1 2 : : :g with mean
1 Fluctuation

of traffic as a function of time.
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 = E Yn ] and varianceP12 = E (Yn ; )2 ] < 1 is
long-range dependent if
k=1 r(k ) = 1, where r(k )
measures the correlation
between
of Y separated
P r(k) samples
by k units of time. If 1
< 1, then Y is said to
k=1

exhibit short-range dependence (SRD).

Common traffic models with LRD are based on selfsimilar processes. In traffic modeling, the term selfsimilarity is usually used to refer to the asymptotically second order self-similar or mono-fractal processes [9]. The
definition of asymptotically second order self-similarity is
as follow [3]: assume that Y has an autocorrelation function of the form r(k )  k ; L(k ) as k ! 1, where
0 <  < 1 and the function L is slowly varying at infinity,
)
i.e., limk!1 LL((kx
k) = 1 8x > 0. For each m = 1 2 3 : : :,
(m)

let Y (m) = fYn  n = 1 2 3 : : :g denote a new aggregated time series obtained by averaging the original series
Y over non-overlapping blocks of size m, replacing each
block by its sample mean. That is, for each m = 1 2 3 : : :,
Y (m) is given by

+    + Ynm
Yn(m) = Ynm;m+1 m

n  1:

(1)

The new aggregated discrete-time stochastic process Y (m)
is also (weakly) stationary with an autocorrelation function
r(m) (k). Then, Y is called asymptotically second order
self-similar with self-similar parameter H = 1 ; 2 if
for all k large enough, r (m) (k ) ! r(k ) as m ! 1.
That is, Y is asymptotically second-order self-similar if
the corresponding aggregated processes Y (m) become
indistinguishable from Y at least with respect to their
autocorrelation functions. By definition, asymptotically
second order self-similarity implies LRD and vice versa
[9].
The parameter H is called the Hurst parameter.
For general self-similar processes, it measures the degree
of “self-similarity”. For random processes suitable for
modeling network traffic, the Hurst parameter is basically
a measure of the speed of decay of the tail of the autocorrelation function. And if 0:5 < H < 1, then the process
is LRD, and if 0 < H  0:5, then it is SRD. Hence,
H is widely used to capture the intensity of long-range
dependence of a traffic process, the closer H is to 1 the
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more long-range dependent the traffic is, and vice versa [9].
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There are several methods for estimating H from
a traffic trace. One of the most widely used is the Aggregated Variance method: for successive values of m
that are equidistant on a log scale, the sample variance of
Y (m) is plotted versus m on a log-log plot [10], [11]. By
fitting a least-square line to the points of the plot and then
calculating its slope, an estimate of the Hurst parameter is
^ = 1 ; slope
obtained as H
2 .
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Another very popular method is based on wavelets
[12]. Given a traffic trace Yn , the Hurst parameter can be
estimated as follows. For each scale j , the wavelet energy
j d2 (j k ) is plotted versus j on a semi-log
j = N1j nk=1
plot (i.e., log2 (j ) vs. j ). By fitting a least-square line
to the points of the curve region that looks linear and then
^ = +1
computing its slope , H is estimated as H
2 .

P

1.1 Need for a New Measure of Variability
Commonly used measures of traffic burstiness, such as
the peak-to-mean ratio, the coefficient of variation of
interarrival times, the indices of dispersion for intervals
and counts, and the Hurst parameter, do not capture the
fluctuation of variability over different time scales.
It is claimed in [3] that the Hurst parameter is a good
measure of variability, and the higher the value of H , the
burstier the traffic. However, we believe that the Hurst
parameter does not accurately capture the variability of
network traffic over all performance relevant time scales.
The popular belief from early studies [5], [13]–[15] on the
impact of LRD on network performance is that high values
of the Hurst parameter are associated with poor queueing
performance. But, later studies [7], [16] show examples
in which larger values of H are associated with better
queueing performance compared to smaller values of H .
In addition, the results in [8] indicate that the queueing
performance depends mostly on the variability over certain
time scales rather than on the value of H . Moreover, it is
known [6] that different long-range dependent processes
with the same value of the Hurst parameter can generate
vastly different queueing behavior. Clearly, the single
value Hurst parameter does not capture the fluctuation
of the degree of traffic burstiness across time scales,
regardless if the traffic process exhibits LRD or SRD.
For many network traffic processes, the wavelet
energy-scale or variance-time plots usually do not tend to
straight lines, i.e., see Fig. 1 (For information about the
Auckland traffic traces, see [17].). Usually many of these
processes have piecewise fractal behavior with varying
Hurst parameter over some small ranges of time scales
[18]. Such processes are usually referred to as multi-fractal
processes [19].
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Figure 1. log2 (j ) versus scale j for the Auckland-IV traffic trace 20010301-310-0.

Queueing performance greatly depends on traffic
irregularities at small time scales which are believed to be
due to the complex dynamics of data networks [6], [20].
Multifractal analysis based on the legendre spectrum is
often used to study the multiscaling behavior of traffic at
small time scales [18], [21]–[23]. The process of estimating the legendre spectrum involves higher order sample
moments and negative values of moments. It is known [24]
that higher order sample moments are not well-behaved
and negative values of moments tend to be erratic. In
addition, the legendre spectrum is difficult to interpret [25].
Hence, there is a need for an intuitively appealing,
coneptually simple, and mathematically rigorous measure
which can capture the various scaling phenomena that are
observed in data networks on both small and large scales
[26].
In this paper, we propose a novel measure of variability, called the index of variability (Hv ( )), that fully
and accurately captures the degree of variability of a
typical network traffic process at each time scale and is
analytically tractable for many traffic models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we define the index of variability. In Section III, we
analytically obtain the index of variability curves for two
traffic models, and we conclude in Section V.

2 Index of Variability for Packet Traffic Sequences
Let N (t) denote the number of events (packet arrivals) of
a stationary point process in the interval (0 t]. For each
fixed time interval > 0, an event count sequence Y =
fYn ( ) > 0 n = 1 2 : : :g can be constructed from each
point process, where

Yn ( ) = N n ] ; N (n ; 1) ]

(2)

denotes the number of events that have occurred during the
nth time interval of duration . Clearly, Y is also (weakly)
stationary for all
> 0. In this study, Y represents a
network traffic trace where Yn ( ) denotes the number of
packets observed from an arbitrary point in the network
during the nth time interval of duration . We refer
as the time scale of the traffic trace, and it represents the
length (i.e., 10ms, 1s, 10s, e.t.c.) of one sample of Y .
The expected number of events that have occurred
during the interval (0 t] is always: E N (t)] = E tX ] = t
where E X ] is the expected interarrival time and
is the mean event (packet) arrival rate. The index of dispersion for counts (IDC) is defined as:
IDC (t)  VEarNN(t()]t)] = V artN (t)] . The IDC was defined such that it provides some comparison with the
Poisson process, for which IDC (t) = 1 8t. Note that
since the point process is stationary, IDC has the same
value over any interval of length t. Hence, t can be viewed
as the time scale of the traffic process Y defined in (2).
From now on we will be using t to denote generality and
to denote time scales, i.e., the time length of each sample
of the packet-count sequence Y .
An important feature of IDC is that it is mathematically equivalent to the Aggregated Variance method for estimating the Hurst parameter H of a self-similar process.
For a self-similar process, plotting log (IDC (m )) against
log(m) results in an asymptotic straight line with slope
2H ; 1. When Y is a long-range dependent process, the
slowly decaying variance property of LRD processes [3]
with parameter 0 <  < 1 is equivalent to an IDC curve2
with an asymptotic straight line with slope 1 ;  , implying 0 < slope < 1. When the IDC curve converges to an
asymptotic straight line with slope = 0 for some < 1,
then Y is a short-range dependent process. Based on the
above property of IDC, we define the following new measure of variability:
Definition 1 For a general stationary traffic process Y as
defined by (2) whose IDC ( ) is continuous and differentiable over (0 1), we call

Hv ( ) 

d(log(IDC ( ))) + 1
d(log( ))

2

(3)

log(IDC ( )) is linear with respect to log( )), then Hv ( )
reduces to H . The Index of Variability can be thought of
as the Hurst parameter defined at each time scale.

In general3, the process Y exhibits significant variability for those time scales such that 0:5 < Hv ( ) < 1.
(IDC ( )))
! 1, then Hv ( ) ! 1 implyWhen d(log
d(log( ))
ing very high variability. A plot of H v ( ) versus
would depict the behavior of the traffic process Y in
terms of variability (burstiness) at each time scale
(= 10ms 100ms 1s : : :).
Expanding the local slope of the IDC curve at each
time scale, we get

d(log(IDC ( ))) =
d(IDC ( ))
(4)
d(log( ))
IDC ( ) d
= V arN ( )] d(V ardN ( )]) ; 1:
Using the above in (3), we obtain a more convenient form
of the Index of Variability:

Hv ( ) = 0:5

(

dV arN ( )] !
d

V arN ( )]

!)

d(IDC ( ))
d
= 21 1 +
(5)
IDC ( )
In addition, setting = mT , where T > 0 and m =
1 2   , and using the relation V arY (m) ] = V arNm(2mT )] ,
we can express the index of variability function in terms of
V arY (m) ] versus m:
dV arY (m) ]

Hv (mT ) = 0:5m V ardm
+ 1:
Y (m) ]

(6)

Suppose now Y is an aggregate sequence of packet
counts resulting from the superposition of M independent packet-traffic sources, not necessarily identical. Then
N (t) = N1 (t) +    + NM (t), where Ni (t) denotes the
number of packet arrivals in the interval (0 t] from the i th
traffic source. Assuming again stationarity, we have

P

M  IDC (t) 
M
X
i
IDC (t) = i=1PVMarNi (t)] =
i
i=1 i t
i=1

(7)

arrival rate from the ith
i is the mean
PMpacket
j=1 j : In addition, log(IDC (t)) =
source, and i =
i P
log(t)
P
M  t)
log
(
log( M
V
ar

N
(
t
)])
i
i
i=1
; logi(=1t)  and upon taking the
log(t)

the index of variability of Y for the time scale , where
d(log(IDC ( ))) is the local slope of the IDC curve at each
d(log( ))
when plotted in log-log coordinates.

where

Note that the index of variability is so defined in
order that for a long-range dependent (asymptotically or
second-order self-similar) process Hv ( ) = H 2 (0:5 1)
for all
 o > 0. The value of o depends on the
particular process. If the process is exactly self-similar
then Hv ( ) = H 2 (0:5 1) for all > 0. That is, if

derivative in respect to log(t) we get the index of variability
for the aggregate traffic stream to be

2 In

log-log coordinates.

Hv ( ) = 0:5

PM dV arNi( )] !
PMi=1 V ardN ( )]
i=1

i

3 The generality here is confined for those processes that are suitable in
modeling network packet traffic.

=

8 0 PM d(IDCi( )) 1 19
=
i
1 <1 + @ i=1 d
A
(8)
:
P
M IDCi ( )

2:
i=1
i

As we can observe from (8), the variances or the indices of
dispersion for counts of the M independent point-processes
completely characterize the variability function of the aggregate packet-count sequence Y . If lim !1 IDC ( ) =
IDCi ( ) = c < 1, then obviously,
lim !1 M
i=1
i
lim !1 Hv ( ) = 0:5. In case that all M underlying point
processes of making up Y are also identical, then (8) reduces to (5). If all M underlying point processes are
i ( )) = 0 for all and i and hence
Poisson, then d(IDC
d
Hv ( ) = 0:5 for all .

P

Numerical Results: Assume ;1 =  ;1 = 100 seconds, 1 = 4 packets/second and 2 to vary from 1 to 1000
packets/second. Plots of Hv ( ), are shown in Fig. 2. Notice that when 2 = 1 , we have a pure Poisson process and
therefore zero variability. But as the difference between 1
and 2 increases, so does the index of variability. Based on
the two plots of Fig. 2, we observe that the index of variability increases with 2 up to its maximum value, and any
further increase in 2 does not have any affect on variability. We also observe that the index of variability increases
with up to its maximum value and then decays with an
exponential rate. But most importantly, we observe that for
values of 2 not very close to 1 , the packet-count process Y has substantial variability over a wide range of time
scales that spans about 200 seconds.

3 Analysis of Traffic Models
0.9

3.1 Two-State Markov Modulated Poisson
Process (MMPP)
Here we consider that the underlying point process of
Y is an MMPP with two-state Markov chain where the
mean sojourn times in state 1 and 2 are ;1 and  ;1 ,
respectively. When the chain is in state i (i = 1 2)
the point process is Poisson with rate i . Letting
=
 +  and = 1  + 2 , we have from [27] that
E N (t)] = t and IDC (t) = 1 + A ; A 1;et; t ,

A = 2 (31;2 ) .
limt!1 IDC (t) = 1 + A.
2

where

It is easy to see that
Upon taking the derivative
of IDC(t) we obtain the index of variability of Y as



; ] 
A
1
;
(1
+
)
e
Hv ( ) = 0:5 1 + (1 + A) ; A (1 ; e; ) :
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The work in [28] shows that long-tail distributions
can be approximated by hyperexponentional distributions.
Thus, we believe that renewal processes with hyperexponential interarrival time distributions are suitable for
capturing the high variability of traffic over any range of
(short or long) time scales. In addition, a major advantage
of these models is their relative ease of analytically
obtaining queueing performance predictions.
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In this section, we obtain the index of variability functions
for two traffic models: the Two-State Markov Modulated
Poisson Process (MMPP) and the renewal process with
hyperexponential interarrival time distributions of order
two (RPH2). MMPP models are very popular traditional
model which yield SRD traffic processes. Two-state
MMPP models are popular in modeling the superposition
of packet voice streams [27]. As shown below, such
models can be used to capture the high variability of traffic
over a range of small time scales.
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Figure 2. Index of Variability for The Two-State MMPP:
;1 =  ;1 = 100 Seconds, 1 = 4 Packets/Second.

3.2 Renewal Processes with Interarrival
Times Hyperexponentially Distributed
We assume here that the underlying point processes of Y
are stationary renewal processes with interarrival times hyperexponentially distributed. We call this model as the hyperexponential model. A hyperexponential distribution of
order K , (= 1 2 3 : : :), is the weighted sum of K exponential distributions:

FK (x) = PrX  x] =
where wi
and i >

K
X
i=1

wi (1 ; e;i x )

P

(9)

> 0 are the weights satisfying Ki=1 wi = 1,
0 are the rates of the exponential distributions

[33]. It was shown in [29] that if w i = wi and i = i
for 0 < w < 1, > 1, and  > 0, then the tail of the hyperexponential distribution gets longer and longer with K .
The advantages of the hyperexponential distributions over
heavy-tailed distributions like Pareto are two-fold: their
Laplace transform exists, therefore they can be utilized in
analytic models, and they have finite variance for all K .
The hyperexponential distribution defined in Equation 9
is used in the simulation study in [30] for different values
of K up to 64. In that study, a Poisson process is merged
with a renewal process for which the interarrival times
have this special hyperexponential distribution which was
10 (w )
developed in [29]. For K = 64,  = ; log
log10 () = 1:4,
Hyperexponential = E 1X ] = 1, and Poisson = 0:1 0:7],
the autocorrelation function appears linear for more than 8
orders of magnitude when plotted in log-log coordinates,
suggesting LRD behavior over a very broad range of time
scales. Here we analytically obtain the variability index
of the traffic process Y only for the case of K = 2 for
any values of wi and i , (i = 1 2). We leave the cases of
K > 2 for future work.
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Since the underlying point processes of making up
Y are independent from each other, it is sufficient to
obtain the variance of the aggregate counting process
N (t), and thus the index of variability and autocorrelation
function, by considering only a single renewal process
with hyperexponential interarrival time distribution of
order two.
Letting a = 1 and b = 2 , the pdf of the interarrival
times is then

f2 (x) = w1 ae;ax + w2 be;bx:
(10)
= aw2ab+bw1 , and
packet arrival rate is

The mean
the squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival
2
b2 w12 ; 1. In addition,
times is C 2 (X ) = 2 (aaww22++bw
1)

h

i

limw2 !0 C 2 (X ) = 1 and limb!0 C 2 (X ) = w22 ; 1. As
shown in Fig. 3, for constant values of a and b, C 2 (X )

increases exponentially up to its maximum value and
then decreases to one very abruptly. The maximum value
depends on the value of b, and as shown by these two plots,
it can get extremely high.
It can be shown that [31]
2
2
2
2 ) ; (a w1 + b w2 )]
V arN (t)] = 2 (aw1 + (bw
aw + bw )3
2

1

1 ; e;aw2 +bw1 ]t + C 2 (X )t

(11)

and
2
2
2
2 ) ; (a w1 + b w2 )]
IDC (t) = 2(aw1 + bw
(aw + bw )3

 1 ; e;aw +bw2 ]t  1
2

t

1

+ C 2 (X ):

(12)
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Figure 3. Squared Coefficient of Variation of the Interarrival Time vs. w2 for the Case of Hyperexponential Distribution of Order Two: a = 100, (a) b = 0:01, and (b)
b = 0:0001.
Observe that limt!1 IDC (t) = C 2 (X ). Equation (11)
or (12) can then be used in (5) to obtain the index of
variability. It is obvious to see that lim !1 Hv ( ) = 0:5.
Numerical Results: Let a = 100. Table 1 lists
the values of the mean packet rate ( ) and the squared
coefficient of variation of the interarrival times (C 2 (X ))
for b = 0:01 and b = 0:0001 for different values of w 2 .
Note that w1 + w2 = 1. Interesting, the maximum value
of C 2 (X ) occurs when
= a2 . Also, Fig. 4 indicates
that at this value of the process attains the widest range
of time scales of high variability, and in this range the
index of variability reaches its maximum value (curve (i),
maximumHv = 0:9988). Observe that this widest range
of time scales of high variability most likely covers all
time scales that impact network performance evaluation
[6]. In this example and for = a2 packets/s, the range
of time scales that the packet-count sequence Y exhibits
high variability spans 7 order of magnitude. If this traffic
process Y is observed only for these time scales, then Y
will be viewed as long-range dependent (LRD) process.
In addition, Fig. 4 shows that the maximum value of
variability as well as the range of time scales of substantial
variability become smaller as ! a. Let
on

= inf frange of time scales of substantial variabilityg

Table 1. Values of Mean Packet Rate ( ) and Squared Coefficient of Variation of Interarrival Times (C 2 (X )) for the
Numerical Example of the Case of Hyperexponential Distribution of Order Two: a = 100.
w2

b = 0:01

;
10;4
10;5
10;6
10;7
10;8
10;9
10;10
10;11
10;12
10;13
10 3

C2 (X )
b = 0:01

(packets/sec)

b = 0:0001

9.1000
50.0000
90.9000
99.0000
99.9000
99.9900
99.9990
99.9999
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000

0.0999
0.9901
9.0909
50.0000
90.9091
99.0099
99.9001
99.9900
99.9990
99.9999
100.0000

1.6522x103
5.0000x103
1.6536x103
197.0202
20.9561
2.9992
1.2000
1.0200
1.0020
1.0002
1.0000

b = 0:0001

1.9950x103
1.9605x104
1.6529x105
5.0000x105
1.6529x105
1.9607x104
1.9970x103
200.9596
20.9996
2.9999
1.2001
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Figure 4. Index of Variability vs. Time Scale for the Case
of Hyperexponential Distribution of Order Two: a = 100,
b = 0:0001, w2 = (i) 10;6 (ii) 10;7 (iii) 10;8 (iv) 10;9
(v) 10;10 (vi) 10;11 (vii) 10;12 .

Using this proposed measure, we then analyzed
two traffic models: the Two-State Markov Modulated
Poisson Process (MMPP) and the renewal process with
hyperexponential interarrival time distributions of order
two (RPH2).

We are currently working in developing (a) a procedure for estimating the index of variability from empirically
measured traffic traces and (b) a method of fitting analytically obtained index of variability curves from the hyperexponential model to the curves estimated from traffic traces.
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